
Course   C   Lesson   15   Build   a   Flappy   Game  
 

Vocabulary:  
Event:    An   Event   is   an   action   that   causes   something   to   happen.  

 
When   a   teacher   asks   the   class   a   question,   students   will   typically   raise   their   hands   to   be  
called   on.   When   students   raise   their   hand,   it   is   an   "event"   that   causes   you   to   know   that   they  
want   to   be   called   on.  
 
Can   you   think   of   other   “Events”   that   give   signals?    Remember,   an   event   is   an   action   that  
causes   something   to   happen.  

○ What   about   an   alarm   clock   going   off?   What   does   that   make   happen?  
○ What   about   pressing   "Start"   on   the   microwave?   What   does   that   do?  
○ What   about   pressing   the   power   button   on   your   tv   remote?  

Think   about   your   favorite   video   games   and   all   of   the   ways   you   let   the   characters   know  
what   they're   supposed   to   do.   The   game   would   be   really   boring   if   it   ran   from   start   to  
finish   without   any   events   required.  

 
 

Watch   the   following   video:  
Flappy   Bird   Tutorial  

 
 

Look   at    Puzzle   2  
 
The   code   “when   click”   is   an   event.   When   you   click   run,   nothing   happens   until   the  
mouse   is   clicked.  
 
Place   the   “flap   a   normal   amount”   under   when   click.    Notice   that   you   have   to   keep  
clicking   to   keep   the   bird   flying.    
 

Move   on   to   puzzle   2   and   explain   that   on   this   puzzle   you   can   change   the   speed   of   the  
flapping.    And   you   are   given   the   “when   run”   block   so   you   can   run   some   code   as   soon   as   the  
game   starts.    What   would   you   want   to   do   before   you   click?  

<set   the   speed>  
 

Demonstrate   that   you   may   want   to   put   the   set   speed   under   the   run   block   so   it   is   set  
before   the   events   happen.  

 
Move   on   to    puzzle   3    and   notice   that   there   are   now   two   events   --    Run    and    When   Clicked.    Set  
the   speed   block   under   the   Run   block   and   see   what   happens.   You   can   change   the   speed   and  
see   what   happens   in   your   game.   
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uMLNvzIQ_IHopVPdsaFTrRTD5J9a6pUf/view
https://studio.code.org/s/coursec-2020/stage/15/puzzle/2
https://studio.code.org/s/coursec-2020/stage/15/puzzle/3


Move   on   to    Puzzle   4    and   notice   that   there   are   now   3   events.     Run,   When   Clicked,   and   When  
Hit   the   Ground.    
 

What   should   happen   when   the   bird   hits   the   ground?    (Look   at   the   blocks)  
<end   game>  

 
This   entire   lesson   builds   towards   creating   your   own   Flappy   game,   but   the   second   half   of   the  
levels   are   all   linked.   So   you   will   see   your   own   code   as   you   move   between   bubbles   6-10,  
allowing   for   more   personal   customization   that   will   carry   all   the   way   to   the   final   product.  

In   the   final   stage   of   this   lesson,   you   will   be   able   to   tweak   your   game   to   make   it   unique.   Look  
to   see   how   different   you   can   make   each   game.  

 
Go   through   the   rest   of   this   lesson   and   create   your   game.   When   you   are   finished,   you   may  
move   on   to   the   next   lesson.   

https://studio.code.org/s/coursec-2020/stage/15/puzzle/4

